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CALL TO ACTION: Weather issues in Brazil have advisory firms cutting production

estimates.

WEATHER

PROVIDED BY CWG
CRUDE OIL
Oil prices fell this morning as U.S. crude production neared an unprecedented 12 million barrels per
day just as worries about weakening demand emerge.

INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY
PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS
American crude oil production reached a record 11.9 million bpd in the week ending January 11, the
Energy Information Administration (EIA) said yesterday, up from 11.7 million bpd last week, which
was already the highest national output in the world.
U.S. output has soared by 2.4 million bpd since January 2018, stoking fears of a supply glut.
The EIA also said gasoline stockpiles climbed 7.5 million barrels last week, far exceeding analyst
expectations in a Reuters poll for a 2.8 million-barrel gain. At 255.6 million barrels, gasoline stocks
were at their highest weekly level since February 2017.
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GRAINS
Soybeans and corn were higher in overnight trading as hot, dry weather takes its toll on Brazil’s
crops.

Consultancy Celeres on Wednesday lowered its soybean output forecast due to the ongoing drought
in some areas to 117.2 million metric tons. The U.S. Department of Agriculture last month pegged
output in the country at 122 million tons.
Temperatures in central and northwestern Brazil have been in the mid-90s this week and are
intensifying. A shift to even hotter weather in the center of the country are expected for the
remainder of the week, and temperatures will stay hot in northeastern regions.
As usual, investors are keeping one eye on trade talks between the U.S. and China. After last week’s
negotiations, China will send one of its top officials to Washington.
OTHER GRAIN HIGHLIGHTS
•

Expected large EU wheat crop puts negative view on new crop market outlook. Stratigie grains
put the European Union’s new crop (2019) soft red wheat estimate at 146.4 mmt vs. 127mmt
last year.

•

South Korean corn buying continues with another 129 tmt of optional origin

•

Another Brazilian crop estimate moves lower. Celeres cuts their Brazilian soybean crop
estimate by nearly 5 mmt down to 117.2mmt. Most estimates are coming in the 115-118 mmt
range as of late.

•

Good Brazilian rains expected this week - actual amounts will be important

•

Malaysian/Indonesian palm oil production expected to rise further

ETHANOL PRODUCTION
Ethanol production jumped to the highest level in six weeks and stockpiles rose in the seven days
that ended on January 11.
Output of the biofuel rose to an average of 1.051 million barrels a day last week, up from 1 million
barrels a day, on average, seven days earlier and the highest amount since the week that ended on
November 30.
Stockpiles, meanwhile, jumped to 23.351 million barrels, up from 23.254 million seven days earlier
and the highest since the week that ended on December 14.
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THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: “The greatest enemy of a good plan is the dream of
a perfect plan. Stick to the good plan. Traditional.”
-John C. Bogle-

Jim
ANY QUESTIONS, CALL:
800-533-8045
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